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OFFICE .OF NAVAL RESEARCH 

·SP!X:Ill DEVICES C!Rl'IR 

... ,WhAt;· iain. in teaching .ftffeetiveness ean be obtained by employing the more 
costq color fillDs tor training? · This study reports on the contributions 

· ~ ~~ _c~lor to increase learning. · 

( . 

Six hundred and ninety-nine students were given training by !ilms; half 
sn color t'ilms and hut' saw identical films in black and white. Tests 
were given to discover di!'rerenc.es in the learning or the t1r0 groups. 
Ratings on a like-dislike scale were made by the students to discover their 
J»references tor color or black and white f'1lms :/ 
~~~ .. --.. --.. '• ,_~. ···--·"·"·--~---~-· - .... ·---·-·""'· ____ .,..,...,.. 

(? Re~lts~ ~t.,.-~f·.J.. :ri o,r 

-~h films produced learni~ 
(2). 

(3} 
(h) 

(5) 

J . . • 

:fhere was no greater learning from the color film~ 

jn.torm.ation present.ed in the color films was nnembered longe~j 
jolor t'ilms were liked better than black and white fihsj (i-1-· ./!.. 
lubject content had a greater effect O!"' the liking for a film tnan 
the effect of black and ltlite Ol' color. 

RecCIIUit8ndationsr _-;c:/~~- /"J 

~fr~~ng films sh·o~~ ·b:~;oduced in black and white l?ecause the increased 
· cost or. c~lor tilm:i• not offset. bT increased learni~. ~ 

'I 
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SUMMARY 

Problem 

What contribution does color make to learninu from instructional 
films?   Is the additional cost of color films justified by any gain in learn- 
ing over that produced by black and white films?   Arc instructional films 
in color more effective than black and white versions of the same films 
for teaching? 

To answer these questions,  two experiments were carried out. 

The First Experiment 

In tie first of tne two experiments, color and black and white versions 
of five instructional films were used.   These were shown to 500 ninth and 
tenth grade students at a Pennsylvania high school.   Half of the students saw 
the color versions of the films; half saw the black and white«   Tests were 
given immediately after the film showings and again six weeks later.   Pro- 
cedures were used to equate the classes in the final analysis of the data. 

The results of the first experiment did not indicate any persistent 
superiority for color film versions over black and white.    The results did 
suggest, however, that color contributes in reducing the rate of forgetting« 

The Second Experiment 

The second experiment was carried out a year after the first«   Four 
of the five films used in the first experiment were used in the second experi- 
ment«   The population consisted of 199 high school students.   An alternation 
technique was used to equate the differences in learner characteristics« 

Results,  in general,  confirmed these of the first experiment. 

Both studies indicated that learners prefer color versions of films, 
but that films are liked or disliked more because of their subject content than 
because they are in color or black and white« 

> 

Conclusions from the Two Experiments 

1«    The use of color in the instructional films studied in these experi- 
ments does not seem to be justified in terms of greater learning on the part of 
those who view the films. 
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The ronlribulion ot color  in these films seems to bt.-  rcUttd 
more to retention ot |earilln| than to irrmu-diatt- acquisition.    PtOpI« who 
sto | colu;   vcii.ion oi  ci film do not Icarii more than people ulu; U9V a 
black and  white version of tin   Mm« film; but after six weeks,   they have 
forgotten less. 

( 

3, Likina for a film and learning from that film are positively 
related.    But the influence of color in deterrnininj.» such liking is not   jro.it 
enough to warrant the use of color as a means of increasing liking ..nu 
thereby increasing learning. 

4, Sex differences with n-gard to preferences for color films 
and learning from color films are slight. 

5, The films used were selected because thry appeared to make 
effective use of color for emphasis or because color was intrinsic to much 
of the subect matter being Uught.     However,   it is possible thai in Ihes* 
films color was not a crueial cue for N-arning.    Apparently other cues 
present in the films such as shape,   contrast,   texture and the information 
in the commentary provided equally important cues for learning and color 
added little. 

■ 
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RELATIVE EFFECTIVENESS OF COLOR AND 
BLACK AND WHITE IN INSTRUCTIONAL FILMS 

A.  W.  VanderMeer 

The Instructional Film Research Program 

INTRODUCTION 

What gain in teaching effectiveness can be expected in return for 
the greater cost of color films?   In order to answer the foregoing question 
it is necessary first to determine the possible contributions of color to learn- 
ing.   At least three important contributions might be considered: 

1. Color may be an important cue in learning what the film is in- 
tended to teach;  for example,   a film to teach people to identify the poisonous 
snakes of the United States might be made in color if the color of the snakes 
is an important cue in identifying them. 

2. Contrasting colors in graphic presentations could be used for 
emphasis to make certain things stand out; for example,   in an animated dia- 
gram of the Frasch Process for producing sulphur the steam pipes might be 
colored bright blue and the pipes carrying molten sulphur might be bright 
orange.    These contrasting colors mijjht suggest certain characteristics of 
what was being shown,  and they certainly should make the various parts stand 
out clearly. 

3. Color may be pleasing to the learner, and its aesthetic appeal 
may have an indirect effect in promotiny greater learning, even though the 
color itself provides neither important meaningful cues nor emphasis. 

The experiments reported here were intended to measure the con- 
tributions of color in several instructional films.    One or more of the fore- 
going three reasons for using color might logically explain why each of the 
films selected for this study had been produced originally as a color film. 

The types of learning expected from the films and hence measured 
in the experimental tests were (1) conceptual or factual; e.g.,   learning the 
miin rivM s of the Western United States and the geographic and economic 
Importance of each; and (*!) perceptual; e.g. ,   the identification of snakes, 
arrt the interpretation of map symbols.    In addition,   a measure of "aesthetic 
appeal» ** l.e*i    "^     clative degree of "liking" for each film version,   was 
obtai ned. 

:: 
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EXPEKIMENTAL DESIGN 

In order to invcüli^utc iuc problem of the rcUlivc ctuct on learning 
of black and white and color versions of the MUIM tilms,  two experiment» 
were conducted. 

The first experiment:   Five films» m color were shown to .ipproxi- 
mately one-half of the S00 ninth and tenth grade students in science classes 
at Bellefonte (Pennsylvania) Hißh School.    Black and white prints of the 
color originals of the same five films were shown during the same time 
to the other half of the students in these classes.    Tests were administered 
immediately after each film showing,   and a combined test covering all  five 
films was administered six weeks after the final film showing.    The classes 
had been pretested before the film showings by giving them the same com- 
bined test covering all five films,  and The California Test of Mental Maturity. 
These pretests were used as equating measures in the final analysis.    In 
addition,   a study was made of the rebtionship between liking for a color or 
a black and white film,  and learning 1 rom the film. 

The second experiment:   An alternation technique for showing the films 
was used in the second experiment which was conducted nearly a year after 
the first experiment.    Four color films and their black and white counter- 
parts were used; thtse four films weif selected from the five films used in 
the first experiment.    The students wire divided into six class sections of 
approximately forty students each,   .md sections were numbered from 1 
through 6.    OM-numbered sections S..\N color prints of films A and C, and 
black and white prints of films B and D.    Even-numbered sections saw color 
prints of films B and D,  and black and white prints of films A and C. 

In this experiment tests ol learning were administered immediately after 
each film showing but no   delayed recall tests were given. 

The Films 

Five films were used in the first experiment:    1) Maps Are Fun,  Z) How 
Man Made Day,   3) Rivers of the Pacilic Slope,  4) Snakes,  and 5) Sulphur and 
Us Compounds.    All were approximately one reel (400 feet) in length, and were 
produced by Coronet Instructional Films, 
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Consistent with the policy of the producer,   each film had been 
produced orip,in<«lly in color with a view to the later production and dis- 
;i»uuuon of black and white prints from the color original.    This point 
is important,  because it indicates that the producer presumably planned 
his productions so that the black and white prints would approach as nearly 
a» possible the educational effectiveness of the color originals.    It is with- 
in    the realm of possibility that such production planning placed limitations 
upon the use of color so as to make the color films less effective than they 
might have been made in the absence of such restrictions.   On the other 
hand,   similar restrictions might have resulted in reduced effectiveness 
of UM black and white films. 

In the second experiment the same films were used,  except that 
.Maps A ro Fun was omitted,   because an even number of films were required, 
ami because this film was the least appropriate of the original five films in 
terms of the science curriculum in which the experiments were conoucted. 

The Tests 

Tests of perceptual and conceptual learning were developed for 
each film.    For the most part,   four-choice objectiw   lest items were used, 
although a few items had three choices and about an equal number had five. 

Verbal tests.    The major test on each film consisted of multiple- 
choice items in which the learner was required to select a response in terms 
of completing a purely verbal statement or answering a purely verbal question. 

These items were developed by a group of test-makers who viewed a 
given film several times.    Each viewing was followed by a period of writing 
U'si items.    This process was repeated through seven or eight viewings until 
the group was convinced that no significant element of the film presentation 
remained untested. 

Non-verbal tests.    Some films lent themselves to the use of pictures, 
diagrams,  or samples as supplements to the verbal questions or statements. 
For convenience these tests will be referred to as "non-verbal" tests to dis- 
tinj^uifch them from the purely verbal tests.    Three groups of these visually 
supplemented test items were adrmmsiered as separate parts of certain film 
tests as follows: 

I,    In connection with Rivers of the Pacific Slope,   an < utline map 
of the Western United States was given each learner.    Rivers on the map were 
numbered.    The learner was asked to match the name of the river with the 
number which i^ave its location on the map.    His score was the number of 
correct matchings. 

-5- 
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2«    In comu'Clioa v.\l\\ Sul|.lair and lib CouipOUlldSi   each learner 
wis given a set of six sealed and numbered ^lass vials.    Each vial con- 
tained either one of the two forms of sulphur or a similar-appearing 
substance.    A maltiple-choice question was made for each vial,   such uu: 

"Vial number 1 contains: 

1. Rhombic Sulphur 
<i. Amorphous Sulphur 
3. Dry Mustard 
4. Molasses 
5. None of the above substances. " 

3.    A second viewing of Snakes was followed by a test in which slide 
pictures of snakes were projected on a screen.    Each picture was accompanied 
by a test item,   such as: 

"Slide No.   I  shows a: 

1. Hog-nosed snake 
<i. Water moccasin 
3. Rattlesnake 
4. Coppi-rhcad 
5. None of the above snakes" 

The slides were not made directly from "frames" from the film,   but 
were  independently prepared by various scientific supply companies.    Alto 
gether,   28 pictures of 14 different snakes (not all of which appeared in the 
film) were used in the test.    In addition,  three slides of general landscapes 
were shown and the learners were asked to indicate which of several snakes 
would be likely to be found in such a place. 

The same tests were used as pie-test,  pr.st test and delayed recall 
measures,   except that the items were arranged in different orders. 

Classification of test items.    As test items were developed,   each one 
was designated as measurinj'. the effect of a specific use of color: 

■ 

1. color as an important learning cue 
2. color used for emphasis or to make things stand out 
3. color used mainly for its aesthetic appeal; i.e.,   when neither 

of the first two uses is clearly applicable. 

I 
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film,    A comparison of the average ratings of (he two {jroupü showed that 
the two groups were  substantially equal in their liking for this film (see 
Table 6),    Subse4uently,   students wer« asked to rate each of the films they 
sav on a like-dislike scale,   usuiß the index film rating as a point of reference. 
Differences between black and white and color proups in average liking for 
these other films used in the experiment could,   then,   be attributed to the 
color factor. 

In the second experiment,  a paired comparison technique was also usea 
to determine the extent to which color contributed to the learners'  "liking" 
for the film.    Each student compan  1 each film version that he saw with every 
other film version that he saw.    Fro n these paired comparisons it was possible 
to compute the "average number of films which each film was liked better thar.' 
when the film was seen in color and when it was seen in black and white.    Pre- 
sumably the differences in these averages were  related to the contribution tlu;i 
color made to the liking for a film. 

The Procedure 

The first experiment was conducted in three phases.    The first phase 
was devoted to the administration of tests that were to be used as a basis for 
the equating of groups;   Intelligence tests (The California Test of Mental 
Maturity) and pretests on the content of the films to be presented later.    The 
same tests on film content were used as pretests,   immediate recall and delayed 
recall measures. 

The second phase of this experiment consisted of film presentations 
followed immediately by the administration of the "liking measure" and the 
tests on film content.    The color and black and white versions of a given film 
and the related film tests were presented to randomly selected alternate class 
sections daily during this phase of the study.    Each section viewed films and 
took tests at the rate of one per day for five days. 

The third phase was the rcadministration of the informational tests six 
weeks later,  as a measure of retention of learning from the films.    The "non- 
verbal" tests were not repeated^ 

In the hrst experiment,  the groups were equated,  for each sex separaten', 
by means of a  multiple regression equation based on intelligence test scores 
and pre-test scores.    Differences in adjusted means and critical ratios ol 
these differences were computed. 

:: 
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The second experiment was tompleted during four consecutive 
class sessions.    Each section saw a fihn and took a test each day as 
in the second phase of the first experiment«    No delayed recall tests 
were administered because the  requirements of the  school curriculum 
made it difficult to schedule a free period for the administration of 
these tests.    The non-verbal tests were not used in this experiment. 

In the second experiment the scores on the four film tests were 
converted into standard scores.    Comparisons were made between the 
means of combined standard scores on tlu.- four color film versions and 
the means of the combined standard scores on the black and white film 
versions for each sex ^roup. 

In this experiment,   the alternation procedure eliminated the necessity 
for equating groups.    Each class section saw black and white prints of tao 
films,   and color prints of the two remaining films.    Thus,   since each section 
contributed equally to the combined color film mean score and to the combined 
black and white film score,   learner-dilferences between the two groups 
cancelled out. 

RESULTS 

Fi rst Expe rinunt 

Table L shows the extent to which learning took place and was retained 
as measured by each of the verbal and non-verbal tests,   for black and white 
and color groups lombined. 

Scores un verbal tests.    Table 3 shows significance of differences on 
verbal tests between ()) groups which saw film» in color and (2) groups which 
saw films in black and white.    From this table we can see that on the immediate 
recall tests there is only one significant difference in learning and this dif- 
ference favors the group which saw the color version of Properties of Sulphur 
over the group which saw the black and white version of the same film.    Al- 
though none of the differences in mean scores on immediate recall tests based 
on the other films was significant,   three of the four favored the black and 
white versions.    On delayed  recall tests,   however,   three out of the five 
differences were significant,   and all three favor the color group. 

Scores on    non-verbal    tests.    Table 4 shows  results on tests that were 
primarily non-verbal or,   more accurately,   on t;"sts that consisted entirely of 
items in which a picture,   sample,   or diagram served as the basis for the dis- 
criminations th.it were considered as indicators of learning.    In every case 
the results on these identification tests administered immediately after the 
lilm showing favored the black and white versions over the color versions. 
In two instances these differences were highly significant. 

-10- 
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TABLE   2 

""1 

COMBINED MEAN SCORES (BLACK AND WHITE AND COLOR) 
AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS ON PRE-TESTS,  IMMEDIATE 

RECALL, AND DELAYED RECALL ON TESTS (FIRST EXPERIMENT) 

Tests on 
Films 

Verbal Tests 

Delayed Rtt all 
Number      Number Pre-Test     Immediate Recall 6 wvcki 
Cases Items        Mean     Siyma       Mean    Si^ma Mean    SigflUI 

Maps 

Rivers 

Sulphur 

Snakes 

Z51 

243 

262 

259 

29 

52 

52 

47 

14.5      5.09 23.9       3.5b 

12.2       5.S7 26.3      6.85 

IS.9      4.46 24.4      5.92 

17.4       S.13 30.0       7.00 

19.5       5.65 

19.0      6.5fi 

19.6      5.35 

24.7      8. 3-^ 

How Man 
( Made Day 

Non-Verbal Tests 

262 

Snake Slides 242 

34 

31 

11.7       4.00 20.3      4.49 

11.2       2.07 12.4      3.18 

15.4      5.44 

12.9      3.31 

River 
Locations 206 1.78     1.4 3 3.02    1.37 1.97     1.54 

Samples of 
Forms of 
Sulphur 302 1.87     1.11 
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TABLE   3 

SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES1 ON VERBAL TESTS 
BETWEEN GROUPS WHICH SAW FILMS IN COLOR AND GROUPS 

WHICH SAW FILMS IN BLACK AND WHITE (FIRST EXPERIMENT) 

N t-Ralios^ t-Ratios2 

Title of Film C BW     Immediate Recall Tests Delayed Recall Tests 

Maps Are Fun 114 137 -1.13 -   .41 

Rivera of the 
Pacific Slope 108 135 .69 1.Z8 

Properties of 
Sulphur 112 150 1.99* .i.65** 

Snakes 115 144 -   .11 3.04«* 

How Man Made Day    117 145 -   .63 2.08* 

■   Adjusted for Intelligence quotient (California Mental Maturity) and Subject 
Matter Pre-Test by Analysji of Covariance, 

^   Minus sign indicates th.it the dilference favors the black and white versions. 

Significant at the 5.0 per cent level of confidence 

**   Significant at the  1.0 per cent level oi confidence 

-12 
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TABLE   4 

SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES ^t-RATIOS) ON NON-VERBAL 
TESTS BETWEEN GROUPS WHICH SAW FILMS IN COLOR VERSUS 

GROUPS WHICH SAW FILMS IN BLACK AND WHITE (FIRST EXPERIMENT) 

N t-Ratios^ t-Ratios^ 
Title of Test C BW Immediate Recall       Delayed Recall 

Identification of III        131 -1.01 -.29 
Snake Slides 

Identification of 94        112 -^/e^** .59 
River    Locations 
on Outline M<*p 

Identification of 133        169 -2.67**   
Meterials in Glass 
Vials.    (Sulphur 
forms and distractors) 

1 Differences in the case of the first two tests were adjusted for 
Intelligence Quotient (California Mental Maturity) and Subject 
Matter Pre-Test by analysis of covariance.    The difference 
in the case of the third test was adjusted for Intelligence Quotient 
only. 

2 Minus sign indicates that the difference favors the black and white 
version. 

Significant at the 1.0 per cent level. 
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Table 4 also shows that there were no significant differences between 
color and black and white film versions as measured by non-verbal tests 
administered six weeks after the films were shown. 

In general,  the results shown in Tables Z,   3,  and 4 do not indicate any 
persistent superiority for color film versions over black and white.     The 
results do suggest,   however,  that color contributes in reducing the  rate of 
forgetting. 

A number of possible explanations may be advanced lor thu* poor thowiny 
of color on the results of the non-verbal tests.    One is that the impact of iclor 
may be sufficiently strong to detract attention from other equally relevant and 
important learning cues.    For example,   the learner may be so impressed by 
the brilliant yellow of   rhombic sulphur as he sees it in a color film that he itf 
prone to identify any similar-appearing yellow powder as sulphur.    Or.   he may 
be so impressed by the color that he fails to perceive the texture.    On the other 
hand the learner who sees the same film in black and white and win- is merely 
told in the commentary that rhombic  sulphur is yellow may adopt a more caution* 
attitude based on a greater relative emphasis on the other properties of iulphur« 

A second explanation is that the color films used in this experiment »nay 
not have presented the learner with the iull range oi colors that are associal.-o 
with the objects shown in the films.    For examnle,   only ouc «»r ♦wo specimens 
of each snake were shown in the film Snakes,    In reality,   snakes of the same 
species vary rather widrly in color both from one specimen to the next and, 
for the same specimen,  from one season to the next.    The test slides on 
Snakes,   as has been previously stated,   were not taken from the film,   but 
from other sources.    It is possible,   therefore,  that a degree of negative 
transfer may have taken place when snakes of striking color as shown in 
the film were presented in lite ust  slides as having somewhat dillcrent color. 

It seems clear that while color in these films appeared to be- an im- 
portant cue,   it was not a crucial cue ,   indispensable for learning.    Other 
equally relevant cues appear to h;«ve contributed to learning to such an 
extent that in some cases color added little,   if anything.    Black and white 
films may be as good as color lilins in communicating visual learning cue-. 
related to texture,   light and dark contrast,   shape,   and size,   as well as the 
purely verbal cues found in the commentary.    The presence of color may, 
in fact,   operate to reduce the effectiveness ot some of these cues by dis- 
tracting the learner; the absence oi color in black and white film may operate 
to increase the effectiveness of such cues by  requiring more attention on 
the part of the learner to such cues as texture,   contrast,   shape and verbal 
descriptions. 

M 
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If the material to be taught had been,   for exttlfipltti   ideuiification 
of semaphore signals,   usuii» colored flajs,   it mi ;nt v^ell have been that 
color would be needed to supply crucial cues without which the Uanun«^ 
could not effectively take place.    In siKh a tas» ,   presumably,   a color film 
would have proved superior to black and v'mU . 

Second Experiment 

The second experiment confirms the  results of the first,   namely 
that insignificant differences stem to exist bi Iween color and black and 
white films in terms of the imniedutK  recall uf facts learned from them 
as tested by the purely verbal tests (delayed recall tests were not jjiven 
in the second experiment).    Table S shows thai the critical ratio of dif- 
ferences on total test scores» (expressed in standard scores) between black 
and white and color was only ..ll for females and . 6S for males.    Com- 
parisons based on sub-test scores bear out this lack of consistent signi- 
ficant   differences.    Of twelve comparisons made six favor color and six 
favor black and white. 

Table 5 shows no consistent pattern of sex differences.    Females 
who saw color versions of films did significantly better on items answered 
in both audio and video and on items in which » olor was used to emphasize 
differences.    Females who saw black atul whitr versions did significantly 
b  ttcr on items answered in the audio only.    On the other hand,   males who saw 
c )lor versions did si^niiieantly better on items answered in the video only. 
Vith regard to items in which color was used to emphasize differences,   both 
.nates and females who saw color versions of Die films achieved higher mean 
scores than males and lemales who saw black and white versions.    On items 
where color was an intrinsic l»»arnin;< cue,   both males and females who saw 
black and white versions did better than those NAIIO saw color versions.    This 
last finding is consistent with the  results on non-verbal tests administered 
in the first experiment. 

There were some si^nifu ant sex differences in learning from black 
and white and color films,    Male^ viewing color Ulms scored significantly 
higher on test items taught bv the pictures only,   than did males viewing 
black and white films.    Females learned mor«' from the black and white 
films so far as items taught in the rommentary only were concerned.    On 
items taught by both pictures and commentary  females who saw the color 
films did better than those who saw the black and white versions. 
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On tin. iKni i in which Color was used In tiu   color films to 
emphabize diflcrcnci.i  (m maps und diagrams) both inalcs and females 
who saw the color film.-, did holler than those who saw the hlack and 
white versions.    However,   this difference was significant for the females 
only. 

Table 5 shows the number of test items related to each of the 
three uses of color in films.    AIJOUI three-fourths of the items were those 
in which color seemed to contribute only through aesthetic appeal.    Color 
appears to have contributed significantly to the leaning ol only those items 
in which color was used to emphasise differences. 

Summary:   The second experiment confirms the results of the first 
experiment in that there were practically no overall significant differences 
in learning from black and white and color films as measured by tests ad- 
ministered immediately after each film showing. 

Preferences for Films Related to 
Color and Subject Mailer or Other Variables 

Table 6 presents a considerable amount of evidence to support the 
conclusion that learners prefer color films to black and white films.    In not 
a single on« of nine comparisons did a group show a preference for black and 
white films.    However significant differences in favor of color were found in 
only three comparisons. 

Table 7 gives Pearson correlation coefficients between (1) the mean 
difference in a scale of liking for black and while and color versions of each 
of five motion pictures and (Z) differences in learning gains as reflected in 
mean scores on pre-tests,   immediate recall tests,  and delayea recall tests 
based on the same five films.    Roughly,   these correlations represent the 
relationship between (I) the contribution of the color factor to total liking 
of a film and (Z) the difference in learning gain attributable to color.    Neither 
of the correlations is '.arge (.31 and -.48) and they are in opposite directions. 
It would appear from this that there is little relationship between degree of 
preference for color and learning gain attributable to color. 

While color as a factor contributing to the overall "liking rating" 
of a film does hot seem to add proportionally to the learning acquired from 
that film,  there does seem to be a definite positive relationship between the 
(1) extent of "liking" that a group of learners indicates for a given film and 
(2) the amount they learn from it. 

17- 
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TAPLE   6 

RATING OF FILMS LIKED BEST COMPARING 
BLACK AND WHITE AND COLOR VERSIONS 

Fir^t Experiment 

Film N Mean Sea le Ratings^ Si gma C.R. 
BW Color BW Color 

Maps 141 185 10.91 11.54 3.42 2.26 1.86 

Rivers 144 193 11.67 12.11 2.64 2.62 1.54 

Sulphur 141 186 9.49 10.58 3.51 3.21 2.20** 

Snakes 145 169 11.73 11.96 3.15 2.93 .67 

Day 140 190 11.41 11.90 2.83 2.67 1.60 

Birds 1 148 197 12.53 12.70 2.20 2.21 .69 

Second Experiment 

Film Mean Preference Rating Sigma 
BW Color BW Color 

C.  R. 

Rivers 95        77 2.44 2.91 1.14 1.13 .94 

Sulphur 77        95 1.04 1.88 .06 1.16 2.40** 

Snakes 77        95 1.74 3.11 1.56 1.08 2.54** 

Day 95        77 1.72 2.05 1.03 .07 .98 

I This film was actually shown in color to groups which would see only 
black and white versions of films subsequently, as a test of the equi- 
valence of groups in rating this,  the "index point" film. 

M 

Rating on 13 point scale. 
t 

Significant at the 1.0 per cent level of confidence. 
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Sex Differences in Film Preferences Related to Color 

It might be hypothesized that female film viewers would exhibit 
the more marked preference for color,   since numerous studies on color 
discrimination and color vocabulary have revealed differences in favor of 
females.    To test this hypothesis,   a paired comparisons instrument to 
measure preferences for film versions was administered to the learners in 
the second experiment,  and the resulting data were subject to an analysis 
of variance as described by Snedden,      Since four films were compared,   it 
is obvious that a mean score of 2.0 for all Hack and white and color versions 
would be obtained if there were no color preferences. 

Table B confirms that females preference for color films was more 
marked than males,   but shows that,  on the whole,   sex differences with respect 
to color preference are not significant.    Males exhibited marked preference 
for color in the films on sulphur and snakes,   while females exhibited marked 
preferences for color in Rivers of the Pacific Slope and How Man Made Day, 
Thus,  the films liked better by each sex nrouP are greatly preferred in color, 
whereas the films liked less by each sex group elicit no such marked pre- 
ference.    It would seem,  therefore,   that either the subject matter of the film 
or some factor peculiar to the particular film is of greater affective im- 
portance than the general fact of whether it is a cuior film or a black and 
white film. 

Table 9 shows that the overall difference in color preference oetween 
males and females was not significant.    The films,   Rivers of Pacific Slope 
and How Man Made Day were significantly preferred over the films,  Snakes    and 
Sulphur.    This overall preference was due to the greater preference of girls 
for these films.    Finally,  while the overall differences between the sexes 
was not great in terms of color versus black and white,   it was very great 
in terms of which films they preferred. 

Summary:   The results of the study of film preferences may be 
summarized as follows: 

1. Learners generally prefer color films to black and white films. 

2. Color as a factor in preference for a given film version does 
not appear to correlate highly with differences in learning attributable to color, 

3. There is not much difference between males and females in 
overall preference for color films.    Sub.ect matter is a more important factor 
in preference for a film. 

1    Snedden -- Statistical Methods,   Fourth edition.   287-288. 
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TABLE   8 

MEAN PARIED COMPARISONS RATING SCORE GIVEN 
BY SEX GROUPS TO FOUR COLOR FILMS WHICH HAD BEEN 

EXHIBITED ALSO IN BLACK AND WHITE 

Sulphur and Rivers and 
Snakes How Man Made Day 

All Four Films 
In Color 

Boys 

Girls 

Both 

2.73 

Z.08 

2.40 

2.39 

3.31 

2.85 

2.56 

2,70 

2.63 

TABLE   9 

F-RATIOS OF DIFFERENCES IN PREFERENCES FOR 
COLOR FILMS BY SEX AND SUBJECT MATTER 

Source of Variation F-ratio Level of Confidence 

Males vs.  females 

Snakes and Sulphur vs. 
Rivers and How Man Made Day 

Interaction between sex 
and film subject matter 

.51 

5.58 

17.38 

Not significant 

5.0 per cent 

0. 1 per cent 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions seem to be supported by the data gathered 
in this study: 

1. The use of color in instructional films which may superficially 
seem to "call for color" does not appear to be justified in terms of greater learn- 
ing on the part of those who view the films.    If color is to be used effectively in 
films there must be careful pre-production consideration of the probable psycho- 
logical Impact of specific uses of color upon the learner. 

2. The contribution of color in films seems to be related more to 
the reten*»OT  of learning than to the immediate acquisition of learning.    Those 
who view color films may not learn more than those who view the same films 
in black and white,  but they are likely to forget less of what they learn than 
those who view the black and white films. 

3. While "liking" for a film and learning from the film are probably 
positively related,  the influence of color in determining such liking is not great 
enough to warrant its use as a means of increasing liking and therewith increasing 
learning.    The "aesthetic value" of color as a contribution to learning effectiveness 
appears to be less than that of the intrinsic appeal of the subject matter. 

\^ 4.    Sex differences with regard to preferences for and learning from 
color films are slight. 

It 


